COFFEE ESSENTIALS
TO GIFT THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE FOR FINDING CREATIVE COFFEE GIFTS FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR LIST
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1. You can never have too many white mugs. I absolutely love my Rae Dunn mugs (find
them at Home Goods and TJ Maxx stores). $5.00
2. Hario V60 pour over filter, is my personal favorite: works great, is inexpensive and
makes awesome coffee. I bought it few years ago and haven’t put it away since. $6.00
3. Handmade coffee scrub. A perfect stocking stuffer. $7.00
4. Another favorite: Silo coffee canister (Crate&Barrel). $8.00

1. In less practical but adorable gifts I’d go with this patent print. $15.00 +
2. For those who enjoy reading coffee books, I recommend “The World Atlas of Coffee”.
$24.59
3. A beautifully crafted leather mason jar cozy. $25.00

4. I think everyone could use a good Bialetti Moka pot. They are just so classic and
useful. $26.00

1. Specialty coffee variety pack. I think coffee is an awesome gift. I suggest LaColombe
brew packs, Stumptown blend trio, Verve, Blue Bottle… $40.00 +
2. R2-D2 French Press. Another unique gift. Available for pre-order for $39.99.
3. Chemex, the glass brewer we see in almost every picture on Instagram, celebrates the
art of hand crafted coffee. Such a win. $45.00
4. If you know someone who is a Hario V60 fan, I would definitely suggest this copper
Hario V60 dripper. $50.00

1. I don’t know one person who wouldn’t love to get a Keurig for Christmas. With this
smallest Keurig 2.0 K250 you don’t have to break the bank. $129.00
2. I don’t think you can go wrong gifting an espresso machine. The Nespresso Vertuoline
is convenient to use and can do both: espresso and brewed coffee. $160.00
3. I’ve been very happy with the Baratza Encore coffee grinder I’ve invested in. It has 40
grind settings and easily switches between fine and coarse grind. $129.00
4. Bonavita SCAA certified brewer. This thing is cool. It brews within the Specialty Coffee
Association of America Gold cup recommendations (optimal timing, extraction, volume,
temperature). It’s like a manual pour over, but as a brewer. $120.00
5. Just like Bonavita, the OXO On Barista Brain coffee maker brews within the Specialty
Coffee Association of America Gold cup recommendations (SCAA certified). But OXO
gives you more control and better quality (you can set the number of cups, clock and
auto ON). $199.00

Happy Shopping!
xo
Danijela

Find more fun and inexpensive ideas on the blog:
More gift ideas: 15+ handmade coffee gifts , 6 easy hand painted mug projects
Seasonal coffee recipes: peppermint mocha, white peppermint mocha, gingerbread latte,
pumpkin spice latte, …
Tutorials: pour over coffee, cleaning routines, h
 omemade coffee creamer recipe
If you have a question, a comment or just want to say hi, please feel free to email me:

Website: coffeestylish.com
Email: danijela [at] coffeestylish [dot] com
Follow us: Pinterest, Facebook, subscribe via email

